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Literature Review 

 

Industrial Light and Magic: The Art of Innovation – Pamela Glintenkamp 
 
For my initial research on the visual effects work of Industrial Light and Magic (ILM), I purchased 

the 2011 Pamela Glintenkamp book Industrial Light and Magic: The Art of Innovation.  Hoping to 

find a lot of detailed information on all of ILM's work from 1977 to the present time, I was quite 

disappointed when I quickly discovered that the book only went into detail with the films they 

worked on from 1996 onwards.  Every film from before that year, while acknowledged, is only 

given a paragraph or two of information.  This drawback proved to be an issue for my research, 

particularly for the sections of the dissertation where I went through the production of Star Wars 

and Jurassic Park's visual effects.  As a result, I ended up not using the book for my research at 

all and instead relied on documentaries dedicated to Star Wars, Jurassic Park and ILM itself to 

draw information on them from. 

 

GG or Not CG War Crimes – Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr. 
 
Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr.'s video GG or Not CG War Crimes was a great source for me 

during the dissertation's discussion on how CGI has changed the effects industry.  The two 

effects creators' story of having a lot of their animatronic creature effects at Amalgamated 

Dynamics, Inc. rejected and replace with CGI for recent films provided me with a useful first-

hand account which backed up the notion that digital technology has taken jobs away from 

practical effects creators.  The video also included great arguments regarding the realism of 

visual effects, which helped a lot for my dissertation's section on the supposed decline of 

realism due to CGI overuse. 

 

Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith Review – Mike Stoklasa 
 
One of the main inspirations for the subject matter of my dissertation, Mike Stoklasa's Plinkett 

review of the third and final Star Wars prequel Revenge of the Sith was an entertaining and 

unusual source for me to use.  It not only provided a lot of laughs and detailed analysis of why 

the film failed to connect with him as an audience member, but also provided a lot of discussion 

on the prequel trilogy's overuse of digital technology.  Drawing comparisons with the original 

Star Wars trilogy's extensive use of real sets and practical effects, Stoklasa's review ultimately 

provided me with a lot of good points in regard to how excessive use of computer-generated 

effects can severely challenge a viewer's suspension of disbelief. 
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Sense of Scale – Berton Pierce 
 
Berton Pierce's 2012 documentary, Sense of Scale, was a film I was really looking forward to 

using as a source, based on the number of model-makers interviewed for it and the detailed 

information they provided in some of the deleted scenes Pierce had posted on his YouTube 

channel.  Unfortunately, due to a lack of DVD copies available to purchase from the film's 

website (as well as import options via Amazon and other sites), I was ultimately left without the 

full film to look at and lift information from.  What limited information I could use from the film 

was lifted from the online trailer and whatever clips of the film were posted by some of the 

model-makers who contributed to it.  The information itself was very useful however, with 

Matthew Gratzner's comments about an apparent skills gap caused by the increased use of 

CGI, being a great example that helped add to my dissertation’s discussion on the decline of 

practical effects. 

 

Practical Effects vs CGI – Bree Marie 
 
Bree Marie's People Project article on practical effects and CGI included a much-needed 

explanation on the difference between digital and handmade effects, which helped set the stage 

for the beginning of the dissertation.  Through a combination of film comparisons, examples and 

an interview with independent filmmaker, Erica Summers, she also provided a lot of good 

information for me which not only discussed the apparent overuse of CGI, but the effect it can 

have on the viewer.  Her use of I Am Legend as an example of a film which used CGI to its 

disadvantage, was particularly useful during the dissertation's section on film realism, as it 

helped illustrate that improper of digital effects can inadvertently take the audience out of a 

scene.  
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Introduction 
 
 

In recent years, there have been many great debates over the supposed overuse of computer-

generated imagery in films and the resulting decline of practical visual effects.  Through analysis 

of the recent history of visual effects and the viewpoints of artists and critics, this dissertation will 

attempt to the answer the question which has caused tension within the film industry for the last 

few years: has CGI made practical special/visual effects obsolete? 

 
 

What is the difference between practical and computer-generated effects? 
 
 
Before analysing how and why digital technology has largely overtaken practical effects in the 

film industry, it's important to first remind ourselves of the differences between both mediums 

and how the technology has developed over the years. 

 

According to an article by Bree Marie for The People Project, a practical effect refers to “any 

special 'physically-produced' effect” that is “tangible or physical in nature, and that is produced 

on set – without the assistance of any computer generated imagery or other post-production 

techniques.”  Special/visual effects that fit under this category would therefore include methods 

such as: scale models, pyrotechnics, puppets/animatronics, costumes, make-up and anything 

that didn't require “the assistance of any computer generated imagery or other post-production 

techniques” (Marie, 2014). 

 

Computer-generated effects, often abbreviated as CGI (computer-generated imagery), on the 

other hand are described by Marie as “virtual effects.”  These are effects that are not tangible or 

physically produced to appear in front of the camera and are usually created in post-production 

“through some kind of computer manipulation and thanks to computer graphic technology” 

(Marie, 2014). 
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The Renaissance Era (1977-1993) - Focus film: Star Wars (1977) 
 
 

The first focus film of this dissertation, representing the “Renaissance Era” of visual effects, is 

the original Star Wars from 1977 (now known as Episode IV: A New Hope).  In 1973, fresh from 

directing the Academy Award-nominated drama American Graffiti, University of Southern 

California graduate, George Lucas, decided on making an ambitious space fantasy epic for his 

next film.  After approaching both Universal and United Artists, who ultimately passed on the 

project, Lucas took Star Wars to 20th Century Fox.  In the 2010 documentary ILM: Creating the 

Impossible, he noted that with Star Wars he wanted to do an action picture where he could “pan 

with the space-ships.”  

 
 I wanted to do it with very short cuts, a lot of rhythm, a lot of pace and movement  on the 
 screen.  I want it to be very cinematic.  And at that point in time, that was impossible. 
 You could just not do that with special effects. 
 
 (ILM: Creating the Impossible, 2010) 
 

With a total of 365 effects shots, the film was unlike anything Hollywood had attempted before, 

and with 20th Century Fox's own special effects department being shut down (due to 

executives' desire at the time to produce more realistic films), Lucas ultimately decided on 

founding a new effects company to help create his vision (Iwerks, 2010). 

 

Industrial Light and Magic (ILM) was originally set up in a Van Nuys warehouse in California in 

1975 with the team assigned consisting of young college graduates with varying skills in art, 

model-making and engineering.  Headed by John Dykstra, a visual effects veteran who 

previously worked on Silent Running, ILM started work on Star Wars utilising a wide range of 

salvaged photographic and model-making equipment (Burns, 2004). 

 
One major innovation ILM achieved for Star Wars was the first computer-operated motion 

control camera system to help create the swooping, dynamic shots of the space-ships engaging 

in combat within the film: Dykstraflex.  Developed by John Dykstra, Alvah J. Miller and Jerry 

Jeffress from second-hand VistaVision cameras and custom-build micro-processors, the 

system, as explained by Dykstra in a 2008 interview for the Den of Geek, had "no CPU to speak 

of" and "didn't show up on a screen some-place" making it considerably primitive compared to 

later motion control systems (Anderson, 2008). 
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After an incredibly difficult production which almost left it unfinished, Star Wars was released in 

theatres on May 25th 1977 and was an instant hit with audiences, who applauded the film for its 

rousing story, memorable characters and astounding spectacle, further enhanced by its ground-

breaking visual effects.  The film would ultimately become the highest-grossing film of 1977 as 

well as all-time, holding the record for five years until E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial surpassed it in 

1982.  The film also won six Oscars at the 50th Academy Awards for Best Art Direction, 

Costume Design, Editing, Original Score, Sound and Visual Effects, as well as a Special 

Achievement award for Best Sound Editing (Burns, 2004). 

 
The success of Star Wars, along with Steven Spielberg's Jaws and Close Encounters of the 

Third Kind, not only cemented ILM's reputation as an effects company, but also marked the 

beginning of a revolution for the film industry as a whole; the birth of the high concept 

blockbuster.  For the following decade, ILM would become the go-to effects company to bring 

such movies to life.  From the innovative creature effects in films such as Dragonslayer and 

Howard the Duck, to the astonishing model-work in the next two Star Wars films (The Empire 

Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi), the Indiana Jones series and the Back to the Future 

trilogy, Lucas' company pushed practical and optical effects to their limits during the 1980's.  

When the 1990's arrived however, ILM would help produce a film that would ultimately change 

the effects industry forever (ILM, 2014). 
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The CGI Revolution (1993-2002) - Focus film: Jurassic Park (1993) 
 
 

In the wake of Star Wars, more and more high-concept blockbuster films were released 

throughout the 1980’s that continued to push practical miniature and old-fashioned optical 

effects to their limit.  Throughout the same decade, however, significant advances in CGI were 

also slowly being utilised to create wondrous effects audiences had never seen before.  

 

In 1982, ILM's original computer division (which would later be sold to Steve Jobs in 1986, 

becoming what we know today as Pixar Animation Studios) created the first fully computer-

generated sequence for a live-action film in the “Genesis sequence” of Star Trek II: The Wrath 

of Kahn.  The sequence, which lasted around a minute in the film, took advantage of fractals, 

particle effects and 32-bit RGBA paint software to simulate the evolution of a planet born from 

the Genesis device; from a dead moon to a life-bustling planet with mountains, oceans and 

greenery.  ILM coined the process as the “Genesis effect” and the sequence also marked ILM's 

first use of a digital matte painting (ILM, 2014). 

 

Numerous innovations from ILM's computer division would follow throughout the decade such 

as the stained-glass man in 1985's Young Sherlock Holmes (the first fully computer-generated 

character in a live-action film), the first morphing sequence of an animal to a human being in 

1988's Willow as well as the 3D water-tentacle pseudo-pod alien in The Abyss from 1989.  The 

animation of which in the former, would be the groundwork for the T-1000 character in James 

Cameron's following film, Terminator 2: Judgment Day (ILM, 2014). 

 

In 1991, Steven Spielberg set about adapting Michael Crichton's best-selling Jurassic Park 

novel to the big-screen and, with a lot of visual effects expected, assembled a team of some of 

the finest special and visual effects creators in the industry.  Originally Spielberg intended to 

realise the dinosaurs on-screen via a combination of animatronics and go-motion animation (an 

upgrade to stop-motion animation ILM popularised in the 1980's, which helped enable motion-

blur to stop-motion effects).  Stan Winston was going to provide the animatronic dinosaurs for 

close-ups, Phil Tippett the go-motion dinosaurs for wide shots and Dennis Muren was to help 

bring everything together via digital compositing (Universal Pictures, 1995). 

 

After watching initial test animation for the go-motion dinosaurs however, Spielberg felt that the 

effects were not convincing enough for a live-action film; to which Dennis Muren suggested 
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using computer-generated imagery to create the prehistoric creatures.  Spielberg agreed to let 

Muren's computer team try the technology out to see if it was feasible.  When Spielberg was 

presented with initial test footage of the CG dinosaurs, he was very impressed with the results 

and immediately commissioned Muren's team to provide the rest of the effects the director 

wanted for wide shots (Universal Pictures, 1995). 

 

Although go-motion effects creator, Phil Tippett, was seemingly made obsolete by the 

innovative effects Dennis Muren's team had achieved (“more like extinct” Muren joked during 

production, a line later used in the film itself), his initial go-motion tests proved to be great 

reference material and, based on his knowledge into the way dinosaurs behaved and moved, he 

stayed on to help supervise ILM's computer division achieve the most live-life results for the 

creatures (Universal Pictures, 1995). 

 

Jurassic Park eventually opened in theatres in the summer of 1993 to great commercial 

success, surpassing Spielberg's own E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial as the highest-grossing film of all 

time until James Cameron's Titanic four years later (Box Office Mojo, 2015).  Critical reception 

to the film was also highly positive with significant praise given to ILM's technical achievement in 

bringing the dinosaurs to life using computers.  Writing for the A.V. Club during the year of its 

20th anniversary, A.A. Dowd noted that the film's success with audiences and subsequent Best 

Visual Effects win at the Academy Awards marked the true beginning of the modern effects age.  

“Now that audiences had seen what computers could do, there was no going back to stop-

motion or other outdated alternatives” he wrote. “CGI had rendered them obsolete” (Dowd, 

2013). 
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The Digital Era (2002-present) - Focus film: Avatar (2009) 
 
 

Following Jurassic Park's revolutionary use of CGI, filmmakers started to fully realise the true 

potential digital technology had for their films and set about dusting off old scripts for films that 

were thought impossible to make until now.  Star Wars director, George Lucas, having observed 

his effects company create the ground-breaking CGI for Spielberg's hit, was one of the earliest 

adopters of the new medium.  He was confident that after many years of technological 

advancements, digital technology had finally caught up to where he could revisit aspects he felt 

could have been improved for his Star Wars trilogy.  In 1997, the Star Wars Trilogy: Special 

Edition made its debut in theatres with updated visual effects provided by ILM's computer 

division and “a few new surprises” proudly exclaimed by the re-release's trailer (20th Century 

Fox, 1997). 

 

The special editions would ultimately act as a testing-ground for the new technology Lucas 

wanted to use for the highly anticipated Star Wars prequel trilogy.  The second episode, Attack 

of the Clones, released in 2002, was significant for being the first major blockbuster film shot 

entirely using digital video cameras from Sony (the CineAlta HDW-F900).  This advancement 

combined with the second prequel's increased use of digital environments and creatures, most 

prominently a fully computer-generated model of the character Yoda, effectively kick-started the 

“Digital Era” of filmmaking, which continues onwards to this very day (20th Century Fox, 2002). 

 

One defining film of the digital era, released during the tail end of the 2000s, was James 

Cameron's 2009 science-fiction epic Avatar.  Originally written in 1994 as the succeeding film to 

his phenomenal 1997 hit Titanic, Cameron envisioned the film as a computer-generated 

spectacle that would make use of what he referred to as “synthetic” actors.  Production for the 

film was initially slated to start in mid-1997 for a 1999 theatrical release.  However, feeling that 

digital effects methods were not advanced enough to do his vision justice, Cameron decided to 

post-pone the film indefinitely, until the technology caught up (Grover, White & Lowry, 2010). 

 

Throughout the early to mid 2000s, the director shifted focus towards directing underwater 

documentary films such as Ghosts of the Abyss and Aliens of the Deep, which provided him 

with the opportunity to test out the IMAX 3D camera technology he hoped to utilise during the 

eventual filming of Avatar.  By 2005, he felt that the technology was sophisticated enough to 

begin production and made a $10 million wager with 20th Century Fox to produce a proof of 
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concept film, that would demonstrate the technology he wanted to use and persuade the studio 

to green-light the film.  The resulting 3D segment won over the Fox executives in October of that 

year, but there were still great concerns over the amount of money that would need to be put 

into the project for it to become a reality.  Nevertheless, Cameron proceeded to update the 

script for the film and, in October of 2006, Fox tentatively agreed to help fund the production 

(Grover, White & Lowry, 2010). 

 

Other than wanting to usher in a new age of 3D films, Cameron was also interested in using 

performance capture technology for Avatar, to create the “synthetic” characters he wanted for 

the film back in the late 1990's.  The technology had started to come alive in the 2000's with 

computer-generated characters such as Gollum in the Lord of the Rings films and King Kong in 

Peter Jackson's 2005 remake, but Cameron wanted to push it further to “empower the acting 

and directing process.”  Working in conjunction with Weta Digital, the resulting performance 

capture rigs Cameron eliminated, as he described in an interview with the Motion Capture 

Society, “hours in the makeup chair, and various other discomforts, for the actors.”  He later 

went on to express hope that the final film would help convince other directors to “embrace the 

technique and apply it to different types of scenarios.  For the creation of fantasy and science-

fiction characters, Perfcap will largely replace makeup and prosthetics” (Motion Capture 

Society). 

 

After many years in the making, Avatar was eventually released in theatres on December 16th 

2009 to overwhelming commercial success; surpassing Cameron's own Titanic as the high-

grossing film of all time, making an estimated $2.8 billion (Box Office Mojo, 2015).  The film's 

technical achievements in performance capture and 3D cinematography would ultimately win 

the film the Academy Award for Best Visual Effects and succeeded in ushering in a new age of 

3D films.  Within the next three years, directors such as Ridley Scott and Peter Jackson would 

return to the film universes that gained them recognition (Alien and Lord of the Rings) and, in 

addition, embrace the 3D technology Cameron helped popularise for their Prometheus and 

Hobbit films, respectively. 
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How did CGI manage to dominate the visual effects industry of today? 
 
 
“CGI helped make it easier to shoot models, on one hand, but on the other hand, it took the 

models away.” David M. Jones (Sense of Scale, 2012) 

 

To fully establish whether CGI has made practical effects obsolete, one must consider how 

exactly CGI came to dominate the present day effects industry and how it caused the use of 

practical effects to decline.  One explanation stems from the evolution of the technology itself.  

In the 1980's and early 1990's, computers were a lot more expensive and cumbersome, forcing 

filmmakers to use digital effects sparingly.  More so than often, the technology was used as a 

tool to simply enhance scenes that were otherwise achieved using traditional effects methods.  

As CGI got more sophisticated and computers became cheaper and more user-friendly 

however, more and more filmmakers started to embrace the new technology.  By the mid 

2000s, CGI had all but overtaken practical effects methods in the industry with some directors 

flat-out rejecting many older techniques.  An example of such a director is Peter Jackson, 

whose recent Hobbit trilogy took advantage of a lot more digital effects for creatures and 

environments, which were attempted practically in his preceding Lord of the Rings films, the 

most notable example being the Orc creatures (Germain, 2013). 

 
Alec Gillis and Tom Woodruff Jr. of creature effects company Amalgamated Dynamics, Inc. 

described experiences of losing their work to digital effects in a YouTube video entitled CG or 

Not CG War Crimes.  In the video, Gillis noted how ADI developed practical creature effects for 

several recent films such as the 2011 version of The Thing and Percy Jackson: Sea of 

Monsters, only for the majority of their work to be scrapped and replaced with computer-

generated effects.  He attributed the rejection of their work to the flawed mentality of studio 

executives, who are attracted to computer effects simply to play it safe with mainstream 

audiences.  He described such situations as “not a cheaper way to go, but [by] the studio 

mentality [it is] the 'safer' way to go” going on to state that the popularity of video games 

becomes a factor when studios make decisions regarding visual effects. 

 
 They look at video games, they look at that business and they see that it makes more 
 money than movies make.  So they say “well, we want a piece of that, just put that video 
 game effect into my movie and the kids will love it!”  
 
 (CG or Not CG War Crimes, 2014) 
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Tom Woodruff Jr. also described a “self-fulfilling prophecy” in the way studios under-budget 

practical effects in films resulting in effects that they will ultimately fix or replace entirely with 

CGI in post-production.  He expressed that there were “some producers that will say 'okay, I'm 

not going to spend $300,000 or $800,000 or $2 million on practical effects' so they will not pay 

us the entire amount for what we think it would cost to do [a] job...[they] will underfund the 

practical effects so that [they] have money to correct the practical effects that don't look so good 

because they were underfunded” (ADI, 2014). 

 

Coupled with pre-production on their work being reduced to only three months (as opposed to 

the six to nine months they used to be given by the studios), Woodruff described the pressure 

cutting down “the prospect of doing anything new” with practical effects and has caused it to 

become “a very small piece of the business that generally doesn't sustain innovation the way it 

used to sustain it” (ADI, 2014). 

 

In the 2012 documentary Sense of Scale, model-maker, Matthew Gratzner, described an 

apparent skills gap caused by the increased emphasis on computer-generated effects when 

teaching visual effects students.  He stated that a big reason why miniature work has declined 

so much is “not that it's not viable, [it] doesn't work or look good, it's just people don't know how 

to do it anymore.”  Gratzner described this skills gap as a “forced obsolescence” by the visual 

effects industry, resulting in practical effects companies to rely more on effects creators 

experienced with older methods, or whatever new talent they can hire who specifically want to 

work outside of computers. (PierceFilm, 2012) 

 

The forced obsolescence of practical effects methods is made apparent when viewing some of 

the visual effects courses available at British universities, such as: Hertfordshire, Birmingham, 

Bournemouth and Pearson College in London.  Out of those four, none of them appear to 

specify any work relating to miniatures or other practical effects as of March 14th 2015. 
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Has realism declined in films due to the increased use of CGI? 
 
 
“My big concern is of the image, ultimately with CGI, I don't know if our younger generation is 

believing anything anymore on screen, it's not real.” Martin Scorsese (Side by Side, 2012) 

 

This quote by director Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver, Goodfellas) from the 2012 documentary 

Side by Side, addresses another key issue in the debate of CGI vs. practical effects: the realism 

of the images projected onscreen.  From this we can put forward another question regarding the 

impact CGI has in filmmaking; as the use of computer-generated effects increases, does the 

realism of films reduce? 

 

Film philosopher, Jean Baudrillard, has argued, in a variety of writings, that the blurring between 

the real and the virtual is “the obsession of our age” and that the closer computer-generated 

effects come to depicting the “real”, the image becomes “the very definition of the hyper-real.” 

This blurring between the real and virtual can sometimes inadvertently take audiences out of 

films when used excessively (Baudrillard, 2010). 

 

George Lucas generated considerable controversy with his creative decision to film a vast 

number of scenes in the Star Wars prequel trilogy against chroma-key backgrounds.  

Eliminating the need for practically-build sets, this process resulted in many scenes, especially 

in Attack of the Clones and Revenge of the Sith, being created entirely with CGI, with the actors 

composited into them.  This decision was heavily criticised by Red Letter Media's Mike Stoklasa 

in his Plinkett series of reviews for the prequel trilogy.  In his Revenge of the Sith review, he 

commented, “it's not a good idea to try and pass off every single [computer-generated] 

environment as a real environment.  The human eye can detect fakeness really well” and that 

the prequels excessive use of computer-generated backgrounds challenged his suspension of 

disbelief “constantly, because it doesn't look real” (Stoklasa, 2010). 

 

Bree Marie, in her article Practical Effects vs CGI, highlights the challenges associated with CGI 

in the 2007 post-apocalyptic film I Am Legend.  Whilst calling it "a beautiful film," she noted 

there was considerable backstage criticism for a close-up shot of a computer-generated zombie.  

She described the effects in the shot as so unrealistic it "pulled the audience right out of the 

movie, distracting [them] from the importance of the scene itself".  In the same article, Marie 

also brings up the issue of the audiences' suspension of disbelief.  The average person 
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understands that fantasy creatures like zombies don't really exist, but when portrayed on film via 

digital effects, it challenges their suspension of disbelief even further, due to the notion that they 

have to accept two levels of construction of the fantasy: the zombie itself and how it's executed 

and rendered onscreen (Marie, 2014). 

 

Elaborating on his view of flawed studio ideology being the reason why practical effects are 

rejected for digital ones, Alec Gillis of ADI noted that the same ideology has resulted in the 

general lack of realism films have today.  “They don't know that you guys care so much...they 

don't know you [can] make a distinction between video game imagery, which is fine for a video 

game, but plonk it into a film and it's objectionable, because it doesn't look like something that 

belongs in real life” (ADI, 2014). 

 

Director Christopher Nolan (The Dark Knight, Inception) expressed his own viewpoint on the 

issue of realism and CGI, in a 2012 interview with the Directors Guild of America.  While 

acknowledging digital technology as an “incredibly powerful tool for making better visual 

effects”, he stated that “however sophisticated your computer-generated imagery is, if it’s been 

created from no physical elements and you haven’t shot anything, it’s going to feel like 

animation.”  Nolan further advocates:  

 
 If you don’t first shoot something with the camera on which to base the shot, the visual 
 effect is going to stick out if the film you’re making has a realistic style or patina.  I prefer 
 films that feel more like real life, so any CGI has to be very carefully handled to fit into 
 that.  
 
 (The Traditionalist, 2012) 
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Can there be a balance between practical and computer-generated effects? 
 
 
A solution to the apparent overuse of CGI in today's films is a smart, balanced use of both 

practical and digital effects techniques, which uses the best of both worlds to create stellar 

images.  With all the controversy surrounding computer-generated effects, when combined with 

practical methods, they can provide unique advantages that a purely practical effect shot might 

lack.  One obvious example is the ease of digitally compositing separate film elements together 

over older optical based-technology.  Before digital compositing, special effects elements were 

shot against a blue-screen background with black card placed over the film to create a "garbage 

matte” that removed any unwanted artefacts such as equipment and crew.  After removing the 

blue-screen, the effects element would be combined with its respective background via an 

optical printer, that would run the two pieces of film together and re-photograph them into the 

final effect shot (BBC, 1985). 

 

The major drawback to optical printing was that it was a very time-consuming process and the 

more complicated an effects shot was, with multiple elements to be combined, the longer it took 

to print everything.  The resulting shot would also visually suffer somewhat from the noticeable 

black-outline that appeared around elements that had been matted into the scene.  Digital 

compositing on the other hand, not only helps to combine separate effects elements easier and 

faster than optical compositing, but combines them a lot more seamlessly, thanks to the lack of 

any artefacts and outlines often associated with optical printing. 

 

Digital technology is also generally better at enhancing scenes as opposed to creating them 

entirely.  In the old days of visual effects, enhancing a live-action scene generally involved the 

use of hand-painted matte paintings, to give it the illusion of taking place in environments that 

would otherwise be difficult to film in, or expensive to construct.  While convincing, the major 

limitation with such paintings is that they could really only be used for shots that were filmed 

completely static, with no camera movements.  Thanks to the advancements of digital camera 

tracking and CGI however, directors can now take moving camera shots and enhance them with 

computer software, allowing for more convincing effects shots that combine the real and unreal 

elements almost flawlessly (ILM, 2014). 

 

The ability to remove safety equipment from shots has been a huge step for action directors, 

who have made it their trademark to deliver bigger and more dangerous-looking stunts to their 
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action sequences.  In a interview promoting his 1995 pirate adventure film Cutthroat Island, 

director, Renny Harlin, explained that he felt that audiences appreciated action films a lot more 

when the actors did the stunts themselves, “I think the audience is very sophisticated and to 

show a wide-shot of a stuntman and a close-up of the actor [just] doesn't work anymore” 

(Momentum Pictures, 2003).  With the development of safety harnesses and other safety 

equipment, which can be digitally erased in post-production, modern day action sequences 

have not only become safer, but more engaging for the viewer, thanks to the increased use of 

the actors in the stunts as opposed to doubles taking their place. 

 

In A.A. Dowd's article on Jurassic Park, he describes the film as “the quintessential special-

effects movie.”  Explaining that “[Spielberg] understands that the key to believable effects is the 

way they’re integrated into the physical reality of the movie,” he goes on to express that the 

1993 hit should be used more as a reference for modern day filmmakers as it uses “CGI as a 

solution, not a crutch.”  He later brings up the famous “jeep assault scene” as an example of 

how to convincingly combine both practical and digital, to the point where the audience finds it 

difficult to distinguish between them. 

 
 [The scene] cuts frequently, and rather seamlessly, between a giant, robotic T. rex 
 and a computer-generated one, with the latter employed during shots of the animal 
 walking or running.  Whenever possible, Spielberg uses the robot, because it has actual 
 weight and dimension; there’s a physicality to animatronics - which occupy real space in 
 the frame, have to be lit, etc. - that CGI can’t quite mimic, even today. 
 
 (20 years later, Jurassic Park still feels like the quintessential 
 special-effects movie, 2013) 
 

Indeed while several films released in the wake of Jurassic Park have attempted to replicate this 

“CGI as a solution, not a crutch” approach for visual effects, such as Harry Potter and the 

Chamber of Secrets, which used an animatronic for close-ups and a digital model for wide-shots 

of the Basilisk serpent (Monster Legacy, 2013), the vast majority of blockbusters today tend to 

lean more towards using CGI as a “crutch”.  Dowd noted, “why go through the dangerous, 

difficult, and time-consuming process of flipping a real automobile when you can simply create 

the same effect using a computer?” (Dowd, 2013) 
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Conclusion - Is there a future for practical effects? 
 
 
The final question to pose with this dissertation is whether or not, given the current dominance 

of computer-generated effects, there is a future for practical effects in films.  Despite the 

significant decline in the use of such effects since the 1990's, there currently seems to be no 

visible end in sight for the business, thanks in part to the love many directors and audiences 

have for such effects. 

 

There's a great deal of optimism for the future use of miniatures in production, with the release 

of several modern science-fiction films that have embraced, or will be embracing, older effect 

techniques, to bring their worlds to life.  Duncan Jones' Moon and Christopher Nolan's recent 

Oscar-winning hit Interstellar are recent examples of films that took advantage of old-fashioned 

model-work for space-ships and moon-bases; with the former film in particular being described 

by model-maker, Steve Howarth, in Sense of Scale as “refreshing” to work on “because it 

[harkened] back to a different time,” when visual effects films weren't overly complicated (Pierce, 

2012). 

 
The first episode of an all-new Star Wars sequel trilogy, Episode VII: The Force Awakens, will 

be released on 18th December 2015 and, in contrast to the prequel trilogy, will focus a lot more 

on practical special and visual effects, ranging from alien costumes to miniature space-ships.  

Rian Johnson, director of the succeeding Episode VIII, described J.J. Abrams approach for the 

new film as “awesome” saying: 

 
 I think people are coming back around to [practical effects].  It feels like there is sort of 
 that gravity pulling us back toward it.  I think that more and more people are hitting kind 
 of a critical mass in terms of the CG-driven action scene lending itself to a very 
 specific type of action scene, where physics go out the window and it becomes so 
 big so quick.” 
  
 (Rian Johnson Says Next “Star Wars” Will Have Less CGI, More Practical Effects, 2014) 
 

MoviePilot writer, Christopher Moonlight, concurred with such statements about practical effects 

saying that he felt audiences "have finally grown tired of the stretchy, overly flamboyant, often 

cartoony feel that overuse of CGI has brought to the silver screen" (Moonlight, 2014). 

 
In conclusion, based on the observations made by the critics and artists looked at for this 

dissertation, we can be left with a notion that, while computer-generated imagery has caused a 
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significant decline in the modern use of practical visual effects, it has not made it completely 

obsolete.  As long as there's still love for miniatures, animatronics and other practical methods 

from filmmakers and the film-going public, the medium is unlikely to die out anytime soon.  And 

with the slow but steady resurgence of practical effects in several science-fiction blockbusters, 

there's great optimism for a perfect balance between digital and handmade effects in the near 

future. 
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